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gÃrradoìì (local leaders) and the five wÃyzazƼrt (renowned ladies), the ge-
nealogy of Haji Aliye ߇Sasar߈, SƼlؾe titles, the SƼlؾe language, and the historical 
and cultural heritages of the SƼlؾe, which would have been described better in 
the first part. The authors try to explain or justify (but without reference or 
evidence) as to how they chose the term SƼlؾe by avoiding the other com-
monly used names (Sumut SƼlؾe and SƼlؾi). It seems that the difference be-
tween the three names or terms is not clear (p. 207).  
The writers emphasize the significance of oral tradition and encourage par-
ents to teach their children the history, tradition and genealogy of the SƼlؾe. 
Finally the authors present a map showing the geographical location of the 
SƼlؾe and an (incomplete) bibliography. In sum, the efforts of the authors 
should be acknowledged. Undoubtedly, the book will be useful as an addi-
tional reference for language teachers at schools and colleges to teach the val-
ues, traditions, wisdom, philosophy, literary expressions, etc., of the people of 
SƼlؾe through their proverbs. 
Getie Gelaye, UniversitÃt Hamburg 
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Original linguistic studies in Ethiopic have been rather scarce after  
DILLMANN߈s Grammar (1857, 1899, 1907) and Lexicon (1865). Except for 
records of the traditional pronunciation, SÃwasƼw and some studies of spe-
cific problems,1 most further treatment of GƼʞƼz grammar or lexicology 
relies heavily or totally on DILLMANN߈s work. The main works of refer-
ence, even KIDAN£-W£LD MSG and LESLAU CDG, are in substance based 
on DILLMANN.2 Detailed studies on the main chapters of Ethiopic mor-
phology and syntax have not been made for quite some time, and in view of 
 
1 Contributions to Ethiopic syntax are mainly listed in WENINGER Verbalsystem 4߃6. 
2 This is mainly true for the lexical part of MSG and for the greater part of the data, 
though not for the etymologies, in LESLAU CDG. Of all college textbooks, only 
PRAETORIUS £thiop. Gr. includes original observations and independent views. 
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the dearth of fresh research in this field, the appearance of monographic 
studies on GƼʞƼz grammar would be especially welcome. Two such mono-
graphs have been published during 2001, viz. WALTISBERG߈s St-StÃmme and 
WENINGER߈s Verbalsystem. The latter, a revised version of the author߈s Ha-
bilitationsschrift, is a thorough original analysis of the Ethiopic tense-system, 
based on the extensive perusal of various GƼʞƼz texts. The former ߄ the book 
under review ߄ is based on the author߈s MA-thesis intended mainly (v. p. 15) 
to identify and describe the semantic oppositions between the st-stems and 
other stem-forms of the same verbs. While Ethiopic stem-formation looks 
systematically clear, and the analysis of st-stems as ʝas-tÃ-, i.e. causative of the 
reflexive &c., rather obvious (v. DILLMANN Gr. 83), a detailed description, 
based on textual evidence, of the formal correspondences and semantic rela-
tions between st-forms and forms of the same verbs in other stem-forms is a 
subject well suitable for theses and dissertations. Better it might be studied in 
the context of the stem-system as a whole and not restricted to st-forms. 
WALTISBERG߈s study will mainly be examined with regard to its source 
data, methodological framework, research procedure, analysis and conclu-
sions, but a word should be said about the very definition of the stems here 
discussed, which is also reflected in the title of the booklet. As well recog-
nized by the author (pp. 10߃11), there are in fact no st-stems in GƼʞƼz (nor 
in other Ethiopian languages). From a comparative point of view, the A- 
will be regarded as being generalized for the causative-active, and added to 
the *ST to make AST the derivational prefix of the causative of the passive-
reflexive. The A- + *S- has made the AS-, the same as the *N- is made AN-. 
The parallel generalization of T- for the passive-reflexive created the sporad-
ic TST (in Amharic) and TN (also in GƼʞƼz); see already PRAETORIUS £thi-
op. Gr. 43 & 45 (before NµLDEKE ap. DILLMANN Gr. 83n).3 When 
letters were substituted for roman numerals as stem-labels, to represent 
more transparently the stem-derivational prefixes, stems IV were naturally 
labelled as AST, as in GETATCHEW Verbalsystem or WENINGER GƼʞƼz. To 
speak of ST-stems in Ethiopic can be misleading. 
Source data and analysis 
A major drawback of W.߈s research is that it depends entirely (see p. 4) on 
DILLMANN߈s Lexicon and its supplements. It also uses LESLAU CDG, but 
mostly for quoting its English definitions, which are generally translations 
 
3 DILLMANN thought that AS- and AN- where the original ancient prefixes, later short-
ened to S- and N- resp. in some nominal derivations; he nevertheless regarded the 
GƼʞƼz AN- forms as derived by prefixing the causative A-: *AN- > N-> AN-; see 
DILLMANN Gr. 83 & 87. 
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of Dillmann߈s Latin. Basing a study of verbal stems on dictionaries instead 
of examining actual usage in connected texts will necessarily bring on nu-
merous mistakes all along the way, specially in analysing causatives and 
factitives. When, e.g., X causes (Y forgive Z), and a causative verb-form is 
translated in the dictionary as ߋcause to forgiveߌ, such translation can in no 
way be taken as evidence that the verb ʝastÃsrÃyÃ (AST1) is the causative of 
sÃrÃyÃ (01) ߋforgiveߌ, as claimed by W. p. 23. With Z as object and Y unspec-
ified, kahƼn yastÃsÃrri xÃؾawƼʝa ׷Ƽzb literally says that the priest causes the 
sins of the people to be forgiven, and ʝastÃsrÃyÃ is obviously the causative of 
tÃsÃryÃ (T1) ߋbe forgivenߌ. Also ʝastÃbal׷a (AST3), translated as ߋorder to 
liberate, order to be liberatedߌ is not the causative of bal׷a (01) ߋliberate, 
saveߌ, as suggested by W. p. 25, but of tÃbal׷a (T3) ߋbe liberated, be savedߌ. 
Similarly, ʝastÃrakÃbÃ (AST3), translated in LESLAU CDG rightly as ߋcause 
to meet &c.ߌ, is also translated there as ߋcause to findߌ, but in no sense does 
it make a causative of rÃkÃbÃ (01) ߋfindߌ (W. p. 23); it is the ordinarily ex-
pected causative counterpart of tÃrakÃbÃ (T3) ߋmeet, find each otherߌ, as in 
kÃmÃ yastÃrakba wƼluda ߋthat he may cause her to meet her childrenߌ. Also 
ʝastÃʝaxazÃ (AST1), translated as ߋmake seizeߌ &c. is in fact not the causative 
of ʝaxazÃ ߋhold, seizeߌ (W. p. 23),4 but of tÃʝƼxzÃ ߋbe seized, be heldߌ, as in 
wÃ-ʝastÃʝaxazÃ kwƼllo gÃbrÃ betÃ ʝƼgziʝabƼ׷er bÃ-ʝƼdÃ kahnat ߋand he made 
all the offices of the house of the Lord be held in the hand of the priestsߌ. 
A form like ʝastÃqatÃlÃ (AST3) should have caused no problem, since its 
basic sense is ߋmake [people &c.] fight (and kill) each otherߌ, clearly the causative 
of tÃqatÃlÃ (T3), as rightly stated in W. p. 32. In Rev. vi 8, however, ʝastÃqatÃlÃ 
occurs in a sense that could seem less clear: Death and Hell are seen with the 
power that they can bring death upon the people (kÃmÃ yastÃqatlomu) by  
war, famine, plague and wild beasts. It was this occurrence of ࠇqtl AST3 that 
made DILLMANN define a second meaning of ʝastÃqatÃlÃ, viz. ߋbellum gerereߌ 
(DILLMANN Lex. 440), and the same instance possibly led LESLAU to add  
ߋalso ߇help to kill, incite to kill߈ߌ to the same entry (LESLAU CDG 451b). Re-
flecting in a way the description of the rider holding the sword on the red 
horse in Rev. vi 4, who was given the power to take peace from the earth, and 
that they should kill one another (kÃmÃ yƼtqatÃlu bÃbÃynatihomu), verse 8 
says yastÃqatlomu (AST3) about causing kÃmÃ yƼtqatÃlu (T3). W.߈s listing of 
the same occurrence of ʝastÃqatÃlÃ as adjutative to 01 (p. 53) and as synony-
mous to T3 (p. 67), (besides the ordinary function of the same form as causa-
tive of T3) is an error typically resulting from making dictionary definitions 
one߈s prime source for analysing morphosyntactic features. 
 
4 The same ʝastÃʝaxazÃ (AST1) is elsewhere (W. p. 44) said to be the factitive of T3; if it 
were, ʝastÃʝaxazÃ in such contexts should be recognized as AST3. 
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Whatever the semantic nuances are, it is not only that the formal struc-
ture of AST as the causative &c. of T remains unshaken, but in semantic 
terms as well it is this relation between the two formal categories that really 
matters. Even where the relevant T-form is not attested, it may still be the 
pertinent basis for understanding the derived AST-form. Such form is, e.g., 
ʝas-tÃma׷arÃ ߋcause to have compassion for one anotherߌ, even though 
*tÃma׷arÃ seems not to be attested. 
The ߋlehrreiche Stelleߌ (DILLMANN Gr. 83n) in the New Testament 
where twelve parallel repetitions of different AST verb-forms (including 
ʝastÃma׷arÃ) are used in successive sentences, if it is translated precisely, may 
provide insight into the basic sense common to AST-stems rather than sup-
port some of DILLMANN߈s (and W.߈s) distinctions:5 
4TÃfaqƼro yastÃʞeggƼĺ, tÃfaqƼro yastÃma׷Ƽr, tÃfaqƼro ʝi-yastÃqannƼʝ wÃ-
ʝi-yastÃxaffƼr wÃ-ʝi-yastÃʞebbi lƼbbÃ. 5wÃ-ʝi-yaxÃĺĺƼĺ tÃdla lÃ-ba׷titu, ʝi-
yastÃmaʞƼʞ wÃ-ʝi-ya׷elli ʝƼkkuyÃ. 6wÃ-ʝi-yastÃfeĺĺƼ׷ bÃ-gƼfʞ wÃ-
yastÃfeĺĺƼ׷ bÃ-صƼdq. 7bÃ-kwƼllu yastÃma׷Ƽr, wÃ-bÃ-kwƼllu yastÃʞeggƼĺ, 
wÃ-bÃ-kwƼllu yastÃʝammƼn, wÃ-bÃ-kwƼllu yastÃwekkƼl (1 Cor. xiii 4߃7). 
ߋ4Loving one another makes [people] patient, loving one another caus-
es [people] to have compassion for one another, loving one another 
makes [people] not to be jealous of one another, makes [people] not to 
shame each other, and causes the heart not to be arrogant; 5and it makes 
one not seek one߈s own benefit, and causes [people] not to be angry at 
one another, and it causes not to think evil; 6and it makes one not to  
rejoice over iniquity but to rejoice at justice. 7In all [events] (or every-
where) it causes [people] to have compassion for one another, and in all 
it makes [people] patient, and in all it causes [people] to trust one  
another, and in all it makes [people] feel confidenceߌ. 
This eulogy of the virtues of love is developed in the Greek original by  
personification of Love itself as forbearing, being kind, not being jealous, 
not being braggart or puffed up. Love itself is said not to behave unseemly, 
not to be seeking its own interests, not to be irascible and not thinking evil 
&c. In the Ethiopic version, loving one another is literally described as in-
spiring those human virtues, not as possessing them. Paraphrases suggested 
in the Amharic commentary express sometimes clearly the causative mean-
ing: yastÃʞeggƼs (AST2) is rendered in Amharic as ӗӇԤҥԺѓ֓ ԝԢџԽп ߋit 
makes that they should be patientߌ; yastÃwekkƼl is translated into Amharic 
Ңѧս֓ ӗӇԤԟԋ֓ ԝԢџԽп ߋit makes that they feel confidentߌ (periphrastic 
causatives of generic 3rd pl.) (Pauline Epistles & Commentary 267). 
 
5 Quotations from the same passage will also be found in WALTISBERG pp.12 & 37. 
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The reliability of the evidence collected from dictionaries can be frequently 
problematic with regard to data and definitions alike. In the chapter about 
ߋpluralitive functionߌ (W. p. 51), e.g., some forms and all the definitions quoted 
are not based in the dictionaries on textual evidence, and the examination of 
these sources as given in the footnotes is often misleading. References to SYL-
VAIN GR¨BAUT߈s supplements to DILLMANN refer actually very often to 
quotations from the lexical list of the Italian Capuchin Father GIUSTO DA 
URBINO (1814߃1856), abbr. JU, who did not look for any written evidence 
neither for the GƼʞƼz forms nor for their meanings, but relied on intuitive 
personal knowledge. As an example of such pluralitive we thus find LESLAU߈s 
ʝÃstÃصÃbʝa / ʝÃstÃصabƼʝa (AST1/3) ߋbe used to making warߌ, defined as a plural-
itive of صÃbʝa (01) ߋmake warߌ. In fact صÃbʝa is well attested and means ߋattack, 
take military action againstߌ; it is the T3 stem that normally means ߋfight (each 
other)ߌ. The AST1 form ʝÃstÃ੨Ãbʝa is found only in JU as quoted by 
GR¨BAUT, it is not attested in Ethiopic texts and is probably erroneous. AST3 
ʝÃstÃصabƼʝa is brought in LESLAU CDG on the authority of the great Ethiopian 
scholar KIDAN£-W£LD KŭFLE, who had this form defined as ߋcause to fight 
each otherߌ (ӒՕн֗ ӒӽԽ), with an example from the story in Acts vii 26 
about the two Hebrews who were fighting with each other and Moses saying 
to them, mƼnt yastÃصabbƼʝakkƼmu ʝƼnzÃ ʝaxaw ʝantƼmu ߋwhat makes you 
fight with each other while you are brethren?ߌ (KIDAN£-W£LD MSG 740 a). 
This was a single reproach of a single event of fighting one against one. The 
verb-form thus used could by no means be regarded as ߋpluralitiveߌ, and it is 
clearly a causative referring to the reason why the two men were fighting with 
each other (tÃصabƼʝu). In the whole chapter on pluralitive there is hardly evi-
dence to any such function of AST-forms: both ʝastÃkafÃlÃ (AST3) ߋappor-
tionߌ and tÃkafÃlÃ (T3) ߋshareߌ involve plurality, which is typical of the reci-
procity of T3 and carried over to its causative AST3; AST1 of the same verb is 
dubious, and AST in any way is not a ߋpluralitiveߌ of 01. For the four other 
AST-forms in the same chapter there is no reliable evidence at all: ʝastÃwa׷ayÃ 
is in all likelihood a textual mistake for ʝastÃwaʞayÃ ߋigniteߌ, and the other 
three were taken from JU. 
Within the rather coherent system of Ethiopic verbal stems, deeper insight 
into the subtleties of the derived forms may be gained by probing their syn-
tactical usage. Thus AST1 ʝastÃm׷arÃ is basically a factitive which means ߋact-
ing so that mercy be shownߌ, and it can be related to T1 tÃmƼ׷rÃ . It is of great 
specific and general interest that an object suffix governed by this AST1 can 
refer either (1) to the beneficiary or (2) to the mediator: (1) Tobit iii 15 
ʝastÃm׷Ƽranni means literally ߋdo that pity be taken of meߌ (ۡΆܿΊͷ΄΅΃ߑۡ΁ͻތΉ
ͷܿ΂ͻ); (2) Gen. xlii 21 tÃʞawwÃrnÃ sƼqayo lÃ-ʝƼxunÃ ʝƼnzÃ yastÃmƼ׷ƼrÃnnÃ ߋwe 
were blind to the suffering of our brother when he asked us for mercyߌ. Re-
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garding the same AST1 ʝastÃm׷arÃ form as being both a desirative to 01 (W. p. 
52) and synonymous to 01 (W. p. 58) raises a problem of method, but this 
needs to be discussed in broader context. 
Theory, Terminology and Method 
The chapter on semantic theory as used for the description and analysis of 
the Ethiopic verbal stems (W. pp. 14߃15) just states in general terms that 
every expression in a language has meaning and that between linguistic 
meanings there are relations; that nearly all meanings here listed are taken 
without comment from LESLAU CDG and DILLMANN Lex. and that bina-
ry oppositions are the basic tool for establishing linguistic structure. With 
EDZARD StÃmme singled out as an exemplary study of verbal stems in a 
Semitic language, the task of W.߈s monograph is stated to be the identifying 
and describing of the semantic oppositions between AST-verbs and other 
stem-forms. This should have resulted in an attempt to define as far as pos-
sible the most general sense marked by the formal oppositions, which un-
derlies the nuanced functions implied in various contexts but not marked or 
signified linguistically. Fifteen technical terms referring to such ߋfunctionsߌ 
of AST stems are listed and briefly explained in a special chapter (W. pp. 15߃
20), where some further comments are added. The main part of W.߈s study 
(pp. 23߃ 67) is a list, for each such semantic function, of AST1, AST2 and 
AST3 verbs with their oppositions. The differentiation of so many functions 
linguistically unmarked may give rise to doubts whether it had not better 
been advisable to find a common denominator, e.g., to Causative, Factitive, 
Adjutative, and even Tolerative, or else to Estimative, Declarative (as here 
employed) and Simulative. It could also well be considered to give up dis-
cussing functions of AST-stems labelled as Pluralitive, Intensive and Fini-
tive, for which no evidence is here provided. 
In a section on ߋVerbalstÃmme und Aktionsartenߌ (W. p. 20, 2.4.19), 
ߋAktionsartenߌ are regarded as inherent temporal properties according to 
which verbs can be classified. They are said to depend strongly on the context 
and be irrelevant to the definition of what verbal stems signify. Such defini-
tion is partly true of aspects, but not of Aktionsarten in the distinctive sense 
of the term, which has been well established as a most apposite denomination 
for categories such as causative, factitive, intensive, inchoative, iterative, fre-
quentative, resultative or the like, and consequently most suitable for defining 
the meanings of Semitic verbal stems. Cf., e.g., KNOBLOCH Sprw.Wb. I 76߃
78; ISAëENKO Russische Sprache 387߃388, 398; MASLOV Aspektologija 70߃79, 
spec. 77; ABRAHAM Terminologie 15. 
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Functions and Oppositions 
The formal system of Ethiopic stem-derivation is clearly structured. Its 
most reasonable description is still that given in DILLMANN Gr., with three 
common root-internal ߋtypesߌ, viz. basic (1), augmented by gemination of 
the penultimate radical (2), and augmented by a phonetic zero actualized as 
lengthening of the vowel preceding the penultimate radical (3).6 For each of 
these types there are stems with no derivational prefixes (0), and with deri-
vational prefixes A, or T, or AST. It is well known that internal root aug-
mentation as in forms 2 and 3, by which morphologically-related verb-
stems can be derived e.g. in Arabic, are not productive in GƼʞƼz  
(DILLMANN Gr. 77.3 at the end, 78 in the beginning), though some ex-
ceptions will still be found.7 Prefixal derivation, however, is fully alive, A 
providing causatives, T ߃ reflexives-passives, and AST ߃ causatives of T. 
There is one stem-form only that involves internal augmentation in pro-
ductive derivation, and that form is T3 , which besides making reflexives-
passives of verbs whose basic form is 03 (and besides being itself the basic 
form of verbs not used otherwise) expresses mostly a special sense of reci-
procity (ߋdo with each otherߌ), or participation (ߋdo with sb.ߌ). Since AST is 
formally the causative of T, it is advisable to isolate its main function from the 
shades of meaning carried through the T (and perhaps other stems). Thus, 
e.g., meanings like ߋintensiveߌ or ߋreciprocalߌ have nothing to do with AST 
as such, but belong to the T-stems on which the AST is built. It remains, 
however, to be found out whether, or to what extent, the actual relations and 
oppositions between the functions and meanings of various stem-forms really 
reflect the componential structure of formal derivation. This in fact is the task 
with which W. has come to cope. He collected from the linguistic literature 
fourteen technical terms used for defining verbal functions and tried to attrib-
ute the functions so defined to the Ethiopic AST forms. By far the greater 
majority of such forms will naturally be found to indicate causative or facti-
tive or estimative functions. These terms, listed in W.߈s classification, are not 
disparate. In fact, Factitive, as coined by BECKER Organism and as later 
adopted, was conceived, and usually employed, referring to some special usages 
also of causative constructions, actually implying the simulative, declarative 
and tolerative.8 Although one might wish, for practical reasons, to enumerate 
 
6 The classification is DILLMANN߈s, but not the description of the categories as here 
formulated. 
7 Some such exceptions, or survivals, are listed by DILLMANN ibid. For a detailed exam-
ination of such forms in Amharic, v. MANTEL-NIEåKO Type A/B߃C ; cf. COWLEY A 
and B Stems; also COHEN Nouvelles Ètudes 225߃226. 
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contextual nuanced senses of the same form or construction, such distinctions 
hardly belong to the structure of the language. 
In the examination of AST forms, we should like to find out the opposi-
tions between AST and other forms of the prefixal derivation classes, also to 
learn to what extent the distribution of the derivationally non-productive 
type 1 and type 2 (also 03 and A3) is consistent throughout the derived 
stems. We have already seen how regarding AST as causative of 01 is mostly 
mistaken. In too many cases, as already noted, the evidence is unreliable or 
the interpretation incorrect. Thus, e.g., a form like ʝastÃ׷ayÃwÃ, attested 
only in Isa. xix 9, does not fit in the context in any sense related to living or 
restoration, and is most probably mistaken, but used by W. twice, both as 
evidence of AST3 as causative of 01 (p. 24) and as factitive of 01 (p. 39); an 
example like ʝastÃnabÃrÃ ߋlaid outߌ literally means ߋmade it be placed (in 
order)ߌ and is the causative of tÃnabÃrÃ T3 (KIDAN£-W£LD MSG 622 a) 
and does not make sense as causative of nÃbÃrÃ 01; AST2 ʝastÃnÃssƼ׷a ߋmake 
do penanceߌ is quoted from LESLAU CDG 402a and regarded as a causative 
of 02 nÃssƼ׷a ߋrepent, do penanceߌ, but if such a form is found, it is natu-
rally the causative of T2 tÃnÃssƼ׷a ߋrepentߌ &c. In the chapter on the  
causative function, only AST1 as causative of T1 and AST2 as causative of T2 
are sufficiently supported by reliable evidence, and AST3 as causative of the 
fully productive T3 is plentifully attested. 
The Ethiopic stem-system with its clear formal structure and richness of 
grammaticalized distinctions, is highly interesting for understanding the lan-
guage as a whole, for its historical and comparative evatuation and for linguis-
tic typology in general. It may be hoped that based on these preparatory lists 
the author will now be able to plunge in the Ethiopic literature to bring up the 
inner structure of GƼʞƼz stem-system as it works in actual usage. 
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nischen Verbums in ihrem Oppositionssystem, Studies in Honor of Ben-
no Landsberger on his Seventy-Fifth Birthday = Assyriological Studies 
16 (Chicago 1965) 111߃120. 
GETATCHEW Verbalsystem ߄ GETATCHEW HAILE, Das Verbalsystem im 
£thiopischen: Ein morphologischer Vergleich mit den orientalischen se-
mitischen Sprachen [Diss. TÛbingen] (TÛbingen 1962). 
ISAëENKO Russische Sprache ߄ ALEKSANDR ISAëENKO, Die russische 
Sprache der Gegenwart (Halle 1962). 
KIDAN£-W£LD MSG ߄ ӟտк֓ ԼԠџԼѧ֓ ӺӜԥӂ֓ Ӻпԧ֓ ӟտо֗ ъկтպ֓ 
Ѣӽѧӿ֓ ӺԿѧ֓ ӺъԏԺҒ֓ ѵнҧ֓ тԤѧ֔ (ӒԤѧ֓ ӒҒҕ ֗ ӒџҤѧҤӟ֓ 
эҢьԝ֓ Җҧ ֗ ֤֣֧֢֭֓ ԅъҢ֓ ячњҧ). 
KNOBLOCH Sprw.Wb. ߄ Sprachwissenschaftliches WÕrterbuch. Hrsg. von 
JOHANN KNOBLOCH I (Heidelberg 1986 [1961]). 
LESLAU CDG ߄ WOLF LESLAU, Comparative Dictionary of Geʞez (Classi-
cal Ethiopic) Geʞez-English/English-Geʞez (Wiesbaden 1987). 
MANTEL-NIEåKO Type A/B߃C ߄ JOANNA MANTEL-NIEåKO, Les verbes 
de type A/B߃C en amharique: analyse sÈmantique comparÈe [Zakġad 
Orientalistyki Polskiej Akademii Nauk] = Prace orientalistyczne 20 
(Warszawa 1969). 
MASLOV Aspektologija ߃ ϪϜϔϔ ϝϑϜϏϑϑώϔϣ ϘόϝϗϚώ, ϝϴϽϾϱϸϬ ϺϽϹϺϮϹЇЁ ϻϺ
ϹЋϾϴϵ ϴ ϾϱϼϸϴϹϺϮ ϽϷϬϮЋϹϽ϶Ϻϵ ϬϽϻϱ϶ϾϺϷϺϯϴϴ, ώϺϻϼϺϽЇ ϺϭЅϱϯϺ ЋϳЇ϶ϺϳϹϬϹ
ϴЋ (ϗϱϹϴϹϯϼϬЂ 1965) 53߃80. 
Pauline Epistles & Commentary ߄ Ԛѷԣѧ֓ եӿрѧ֓ ъկтտ֔ Ӈҕғ֓ 
ӚӂҧџՅюӿ֔ (ӒԤѧ֓ ӒҒҕ ֗ ҧӇѕӖ֓ ԊԻҕӖ֓ эҢьԝ֓ Җҧ ֗ ֤֣֧֢֭֓ 
ԅъҢ֓ ячњҧ). 
PRAETORIUS £thiop. Gr. ߄ FRANZ PRAETORIUS, £thiopische Grammatik 
[= Porta Linguarum Orientalium 7] (Karlsruhe &c. 1886). 
WENINGER GƼʞƼz ߄ STEFAN WENINGER, GƼʞƼz [= LINCOM EUROPA: 
Languages of the World / Materials 1] (MÛnchen & Newcastle 1993). 
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WENINGER Verbalsystem ߄ STEFAN WENINGER, Das Verbalsystem des 
AltÃthiopischen (Wiesbaden 2001). 
Gideon Goldenberg, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem 
RONNY MEYER and RENATE RICHTER, Language Use in Ethiopia 
from a Network Perspective = Schriften in Afrikanistik Vol. 7. Frank-
furt am Main: Peter Lang, 2003. 130 pp. Price: ߫ 27,50. ISBN: 3߃631߃
50259߃1. 
This little book contains much more valuable information, both for lin-
guists and non-linguists, than can be inferred from its subtitle: ߋResults of a 
Sociolinguistic Survey conducted among High School Studentsߌ. Product of 
cooperation between Renate Richter, the well known and highly experi-
enced specialist on Ethiopian sociolinguistics and her former student and 
promising young linguist Ronny Meyer, it contains not only the results of 
the above-mentioned survey conducted by a joint team from the Universi-
ties of Mainz and Addis Ababa in 1997 and 1998 (Chapters 3߃6, pp. 41߃81) 
but also an introductory Chapter (no 2, pp. 23߃40) which contains a concise 
and enlightening description of the actual linguistic situation and of lan-
guage policy in Ethiopia since the beginning of the 20th century. This chap-
ter should become basic reading material for any sociologist, anthropologist 
and researcher in political science dealing with modern Ethiopia. Another 
merit of the book, beyond its purely sociolinguistic contribution, lies in its 
succinct analysis of the first really accurate and scientific data on the linguis-
tic situation in Ethiopia as represented in the population census of 1994  
(pp. 23߃28 and Appendix III pp. 94߃123). 
The fact that during the last century the official language policy in Ethiopia 
has been completely reversed, though, for the time being, perhaps more in 
theory than in practice, clearly exemplifies the evolution in the political and 
social thinking of the leadership of this multilingual society. It started during 
the reign of Haile Sellasie as an uncompromising program of amharization1 
with gradual passage to English as language of instruction in more advanced 
stages of education. Haile Sellasie was quoted as having said: ߋAre Ethiopian 
only those who speak Amharicߌ.2 In this connection it might have been inter-
 
1 In addition to the numerous sources quoted in the book see also, for the language 
policy under Haile Sellasie: M. CHAUVIN, ߋPolitique linguistique du gouvernement 
Èthiopienߌ. In: Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference of Ethiopian Studies ߃ 
Session A, Nice 19߃22 December 1977. Rotterdam: Balkema 1980, pp. 425߃446. 
2 CHAUVIN, op. cit., p. 428. 
